Race 1 18.09 500m Flat (A3)
1st £150, 2nd £45, Others £40 Total £355 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £30)
1 BETTING ON RED     Claude Gardiner
2 BLUE JIG QUEEN      Richard Rees
3 GATCHELS LUCKY      Wendy Short
4 GEMINI VALENTINA    Claude Gardiner
5 SUGAR PLUM FAIRY    Jamie Kingsley
6 BLUESTAR MASTER     Tony Taylor

Race 2 18.28 500m Flat (A8)
1st £125, 2nd £45, Others £40 Total £330 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £30)
1 SHUT UP VINNY       Tony Taylor
2 TRAFALGAR REBEL     Stuart Maplesden
3 LADY PLUCK          Belinda Green
4 BRAVE RANGER        Jason Heath
5 SWIFT HUMBLE        (W)  Richard Yeates
6 ROCKMOUNT SHEILA    (W)  Claude Gardiner

Race 3 18.43 500m Flat (A5)
1st £135, 2nd £45, Others £40 Total £340 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £30)
1 RICHIES ALLSTAR     Gemma Davidson
2 LISNEAL TWISTER     Richard Yeates
3 POCKET ELVIS        Nvice  Seamus Cahill
4 DEELISH BROGAN     Seamus Cahill
5 FARLOE FLASH        Richard Yeates
6 ZERO SPACE         (W)  Gemma Davidson

Race 4 18.58 285m Flat (D3)
1st £120, 2nd £40, Others £35 Total £300 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £30)
1 CARRAIG MOLLY       Tony Taylor
2 SWIFT FIFTY         Alma Keppie
3 CANYA SING          Tony Taylor
4 FOOLING BOY         Richard Rees
5 FORGIVEMASINS      Jamie Kingsley
6 TYRAP TUSK         (W)  Jason Heath

Race 5 19.18 500m Flat (A2)
1st £160, 2nd £45, Others £40 Total £385 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £30)
1 KEREIGHT AXA        Tony Taylor
2 SEASONS BLIZZARD    Jason Heath
3 FAYES JET           Stuart Maplesden
4 MUSIC MASTER       Jason Heath
5 BLUESTAR GOLD      (W)  Tony Taylor
6 BLACK JUSTICE      (W)  Richard Yeates

Race 6 19.36 500m Flat (A1)
1st £200, 2nd £45, Others £40 Total £465 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £30)
1 MOLLYS DIVA          George Andreas
2 BRUTUS BULLET       Belinda Green
3 WALLETBUSTER RAY    Alma Keppie
4 BALLYBRAZIL GUN     Seamus Cahill
5 FREEKY PUMBA      (W)  Belinda Green
6 BLING BLING SARA  (W)  Claude Gardiner

Race 7 19.56 500m Flat (A7)
1st £130, 2nd £45, Others £40 Total £335 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £30)
1 BADMEETSEVIL       Jamie Kingsley
2 PUNK ROCK CINDER   Stuart Maplesden
3 RISING FLAME       Stuart Maplesden
4 IM JUSTA CUTIE     Wendy Short
5 BLISSFUL ISSY     (W)  Richard Yeates
6 POCKET JETMAN     (W)  Nvice  Seamus Cahill

Race 8 20.17 695m Flat (S2)
1st £200, 2nd £60, Others £55 Total £480 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £30)
1 DROOPYS SLOANE    Jason Heath
2 NOIRS LOTTIE      Seamus Cahill
3 DREAM TO NIGHT    Tony Taylor
4 SEASONS FLASH     Jason Heath
5 BALLYMAC QUEST  (W)  Richard Rees
6 MUSTANG HARDY     (W)  Alma Keppie

Race 9 20.38 500m Flat (A6)
1st £130, 2nd £45, Others £40 Total £335 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £30)
1 MURLENS RADAR      Richard Rees
2 INSANE ANN        George Andreas
3 SPORTING NINA     Claude Gardiner
4 COYS                Richard Yeates
5 PUNK ROCK CEILI   (W)  Stuart Maplesden
6 GREAT ALEXANDER  (W)  George Andreas

Race 10 20.54 500m Flat (A4)
1st £135, 2nd £45, Others £40 Total £340 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £30)
1 BOOZE CRUISER     xLame  Wendy Short
2 HONEYGAR TURBO     Jason Heath
3 MAGLASS JET       Gemma Davidson
4 BOOM JET          Claude Gardiner
5 GLAISE BARBIE    (W)  Alma Keppie
6 BLACK LIGHTNING  (W)  Seamus Cahill

Race 11 21.12 500m Flat (A9)
1st £120, 2nd £45, Others £40 Total £325 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £30)
1 DARK THUNDER      Gemma Davidson
2 FREEKY TAEPO       Belinda Green
3 SHADY ALF         George Andreas
4 TALLOW FLYER      Tony Taylor
5 WEST CHAMP         Belinda Green
6 MINNIES KOSLAN    (W)  Seamus Cahill

Race 12 21.28 500m Flat (A11)
1st £105, 2nd £45, Others £40 Total £310 (BGRF CONTRIBUTION £30)
1 FARLOE DELTA      Alma Keppie
2 GLASSMOSS JON      Belinda Green
3 KARLOW VIC        Gemma Davidson
4 PUNK ROCK BLITZ   Stuart Maplesden
5 RAFIKI SARABI     Jamie Kingsley
6 DOMINO GEM        (W)  Stuart Maplesden
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